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ABSTRACT. In thi s paper a study of la ke ice a t Peters La ke with respec t to c rys ta llogra ph ic na ture and 
im purity in crystal gra in boundari es is described. The appeara nce o f the ice struc ture in 1962 was quite 
uni fo rm over the who le a rea of the la ke; it showed predom ina n t ly hori zonta l c-axes. Another type of ice with 
pred ominamly verti cal c-axes could not be fo und even in the surface laye r of the ice. The cause of these two 
types of ice is explained as being due to wind ac tion. A correlation be tween the g ra in-size a nd the depth of 
ice is expressed in exponentia l fo rm down to a d epth of 100 cm . A li near rela tionship be tween the thi ckness of 
ice a nd the dep th o f snow cover was obta ined. Impurity in grain boundaries m easured as spec ifi c elec tri ca l 
conducti vity was hard to de tec t in such a p ure ice as tha t at the la ke whose purity was a bout I mi cromho/cm. 
S upplem enta ry data from L a ke .\"uka bira , H okka ido, a re summa ri zed and compa red with the data from 
Peters Lake. 

R ESUME. Ce papie r presente I'etude de la g lace de lac (Pe ters L a ke) en ce qui concerne la na ture c rista llo
g raphique et les impure tes a ux limites des c r ista ux . L 'aspec t de la struc ture de la glace en 1962 eta it pratique
men t uniforme sur la surface enti ere du lac, avec une pred ominance d 'axes c hori zontaux. II n ' a pas e te 
poss ible de trouve r un a utre type de glace avec d es axes c or ientes venicalement, m em e da ns le niveau d e 
surface d e la glace . On explique I'ex istence d e ces deux types d e g lace par I'action du vent. La correla tion 
entre la grosseur des g ra ins e t la profondeur d e la glace es t exprimee sous forme exponentiell e jusqu 'a une 
profondeur de 100 cm . On a ob tenu un e relation lineaire entre les epa isseurs de la g lace et de la couverture 
de ne ige. La mesure de la conducti vite e lec trique specifiq ue permet difficilemem d e d e tec ter les imp ure tes 
aux limites des grains d a ns une glace a uss i pure, puisque ce lle-ci es t d 'environ I mic romho/cm. Les donnees 
complementaires p rovcnant d u lac Nuka bira, H o kkaido, sont resumees et comparees avec les donnees du 
lac Peters. 

Z USAMM ENFASSUNG. Di e Arbeit entha lt e ine Beschre ibung von S tudien li be l' di e Kri sta llstruk tur und die 
Verunreinigung an den G renzen del' Kri sta ll ko rner, angeste llt a n E isproben des Pe te rs-Sees. Das E is ze igte 
im J a hre 1962 a ufdem gan zen Sce eine sehr e inheitli che Struktur mit vorwiegend ho ri zonta len c-Achsen. Ein 
zwei te r E istyp mit vorw iegend ve rtika len c-Achsen konnte nicht e inma l in der Oberfhchenschicht des Eises 
gefun den werden . Di e A usbildung diese r beid en Eistypen wird a uf Windc inwirkungen zurli ckgeflihrt. D ie 
Beziehung zwischen d e l' Ko rngriisse und d e r Tiefe des Eises lass t sich bis ZlI e iner T iefe von 100 cm durch 
e ine Exponen ti a lfunktion da rstell en. Zwischen d e r Eisdi cke und d e r H iihe der Schneed ecke wurde eine lineare 
Bez iehung gefunden. Verunreinigungen a n den Korngrenzen kon nten durch M esSlll1g de r spez ifischen 
e lekt r isehen Leitfahigke it in e inem so re inen E is wie dem dieses Sees, dessen R einhe it ca . I micromho/cm 
erre ichl. ka um fes tges te llt we rden. Erga nzende Oa ten vom Nuka bira -See auf Hokka ido we rclen zusammenge
fass t unci mit denen vom Pe ters-See verg li chen. 

I NTR ODUCTION 

It is well known th a t la ke ice is genera ll y composed of characteristic columnar crystals 
and usua lly displays a candle-like struc ture when it beg ins to melt in th e spring. In this 
sta te it is ca lled candle ice, a nd it is very useful when a large amount of ice is needed , because 
ice with this structure is easy to crush . 

It was suggested by Nakaya ( 1959) that a piece of candle ice may not be a single crys tal , 
but may be composed of m a ny crysta ls. H e pointed out tha t the bounda ries between crystals 
of a sing le candle might be different in nature from the boundaries between adjacent candles, 
and tha t the la tter boundaries might be much more easily melted by ra dia tion than th e 
former ones . The former boundari es might be ca ll ed sub-boundari es, or sm a ll-angle bounda ries 
as was suggested for lake ice (Knight, 1962) a nd for the ice of ice island T-3 (Muguruma a nd 
Higuchi , 1963). One purpose of the present stud y is to cla rify the nature of such different 
kinds of crysta l bounda ries with respect to impurity content in the bound a ry. 

The peculia r appearance of the ice at P eters Lake was reported b y Ba rnes (1959) a nd 
Knight ( 1962) ; two types of ice with predominantl y vert ical and hori zontal c-axes were 

* T he resea rch report ecl in thi s paper was supportecl fina ncia ll y by the Arcti c Institllte of North Ameri ca 
under cont rac t AF 19 (604)- 7403 with Geoph ys ics R esea rch Direc to ra tc, U.S. Air Force Cambridge Research 
Laborato ri es. 
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observed in two distinct areas of the lake. It was shown by an aerial photograph that the former 
ice was white while the latter was darker. The crystallographic orientation could also be 
determined at a glance at an early stage of the melt season. This interesting fact stimulated 
the authors to try to clarify the cause of these two types of ice and to investigate the differences 
in their decay with particular emphasis on their physical properties. 

Field investigation of the ice at Peters Lake was undertaken within the months of March 
and April 1962. Unfortunately, the two types of ice pointed out by Barnes ( 1959) and Knight 
( I 962) were not found during that period. Although this curtailed the research programme, 
the difference in ice conditions between 1962 and the previous years suggested some ideas as 
to the cause of the two types of ice. 

Before the field work was done at Peters Lake, a tentative investigation on lake ice was 
made at Lake Nukabira, Hokkaido, in January 1962 when experimental equipment was being 
tested. The data obtained at Lake Nukabira were helpful in understanding the appearance 
of the ice at Peters Lake; accordingly the observations are compared with each other. 

DESCRIPTION AND AUXILIARY DATA 

Peters Lake is located at lat. 69° N . and long. 145° W. in north-eastern Alaska. The lake 
lies wholly within a narrow glaciated valley, whose steep sides rise sharply from the water. 
The direction of the deep valley is such that winds blow either from the north or south 
(Fig. I). 

Water temperature was measured weekly by lowering a thermistor at one site (site 35 
in Figure I ) in the deepest part of the lake. Figure 2 shows the temperature profiles. The water 
temperature was 0° C. in the surface layer and about 3° C . at the bottom of the lake at a 
depth of about 45 m. There was no great variation throughout the period, but towards the 
end of the period there was a slight increase below 10 m. depth. Though the lake water was 
fairly stable during the season, the formation of an unstable water layer could be noticed 
between the water layers of 5 m. and 10 m. depth. 

Ice temperature was a lso measured daily at one site (site 2 in Figure I ) by means of 
thermistors whose cables were frozen into the ice. The thickness of ice at this site was 142 cm., 
so the three depths of 50, 100 and 130 cm. were chosen for the measurements. Ice temperature 
showed a tendency to increase at all depths in the ice towards the end of occupancy of the 
site (Fig. 3) . The phase lag of the curve for 50 cm. depth compared with that for 100 cm. depth 
is clearly seen to be one day (Fig. 3). The fact that the temperature at a depth of 130 cm. was 
above 0° C. seems to have been due to malfunction of the thermistor. 

Ice samples were obtained either with a 3 in. (7.6 cm. ) diameter corer or by sawing out 
cubes with about 30 cm. sides. Samples were taken at 45 sites on Peters Lake covering the whole 
area of the lake (Fig. I) . Core drilling through the entire thickness of the ice was carried out 
at 20 sites and drilling down to I m. depth was done at 23 sites. Surface ice samples, obtained 
by sawing blocks of ice, were taken at I I sites. At Schrader Lake, which is at the northern end 
of the valley, core samples were taken at 2 sites in order to ascertain whether there was any 
difference in ice structure from that at Peters Lake. 

ICE THICKNESS 

The thickness of ice and the depth of snow cover were measured at 20 sites each week. 
The increase of ice thickness was also measured weekly at 3 sites (sites 31,35 and 34 in Figure 
I) ; these points represented typical locations of different ice thicknesses on the lake. The 
average ice thickness was about 150 cm. at the end of March for both Peters and Schrader 
Lakes. The thickness varied considerably over the lake surface and a difference of about 
50 cm. was observed. The thickest ice measured was 172 cm. at site 34 in Figure I; the thinnest 
ice was 123 cm. at site 25 in Figure I. The variation in thickness can be explained by the 
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differences in snow cover or exposure to wind . As shown in Figure 4, there is a good correla tion 
be tween the ice thickness and the d epth of snow cover. T he area a long the eastern side of the 
la ke, particula rl y in the a rea to the north of the camp (a rea " B" in Figure 5) , ha d compara
tive ly less snow cover and thick ice. On the other ha nd , the west coast area in the central part 

145° \'1. 

o : CORE DRILLING THROUGH THE ENTIRE THICKNESS 

OF ICE 

: CORE DRILLING DOWN TO 100 CM. DE PTH 

)( : SAMPLING OF SURFACE I CE BLOCK 

!lOOO 

Fig. I . Mal) if Peters Lake showing locations where ice samples were obtained 

of the lake (a rea " A" in F igure 5) had a thi ck snow cover and thin ice. The increase of ice 
thickness was about o' 5 cm ./d a y. Because of the shor t period of observation, it was impossible 
to detect the difference of increase of ice thi ckness depending upon the location . Before the 
end of the fie ld work there was no sign of melting in the snow a nd ice. 

I CE STRUCT URE 

The size a nd the c-axis orienta tion of the ice crystals were studied by means of rubbings 
of etched ice surfaces, by the use of pola rized light a nd by observing T yndall figures produced 
with a rtificia l radiation. Ver tica l a nd horizonta l cross-sections of the samples photographed 
in pola rized ligh t were prepared in such a way as to be su ffic ien tly thin to allow light to pass 
without giving interference colours. The crysta l grains observed were predomina n tly columnar 
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in shape with irregular cross-sections and nearly vertical boundaries. This is a characteristic 
feature of candle ice. A block of candle ice separates into component candles when exposed to 
solar or artificial radiation, since melting starts chiefly a long the crystal boundaries. An 
individual cand le which had been separated from the block by using the radiation from an 
infra-red lamp was in its entirety a single crystal. There was no difference in that feature from 
the candle ice observed on T-3 (Muguruma and Higuchi, 1963) . Since solar radiation was not 
strong enough to cause internal melting of the ice during the period of study, no vertical 
tubules which characterize candle ice were found to separate individual crystals . 

Figures 6 to 9 are photographs of typical vertical sections of ice cores at site 35. Their 
horizontal cross-sections at various depths are shown in Figures 10 to 13. These figures illustrate 

Figs. 6 and 7. Vertical sections of aa ice core from site 35; under crossed polaroids 

well the increase of grain-size with ice depth. Since the drilling crushed the surface cores, 
the appearance of the ice structure at the surface cannot be presented in this series of illus
trations. 

(a) Small-angle boundary 
Very faint textures in each grain can be noticed if these photographs are examined care

fully. These slight textures show the existence of small-angle boundaries which are we ll known 
in the dislocation theory of crystals. These might be called sub-boundaries, referred to by 
Knight (1962). 

Small-angle boundaries in ice crystals were beautifully shown by Nakaya (1958). A 
detailed study of the stress-induced movement of the small-angle boundaries of ice crystals 
was carried out by Higashi and Sakai ( 196 I ) , wi th an in terprctation of activation energy of the 
movement in terms of dislocations. Indubitably the formation of such boundaries, as observed 
above, is due tointernalstrain. Considering the freezing process oflake water and its subsequent 
contraction at low temperatures, the formation of small-angle boundaries in lake ice would be 
a common phenomenon. 
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The nature of a sm a ll-a ngle bounda ry is quite differen t from that of the boundary be tween 
a djacen t crysta ls, because the melting star ts chiefly a long the boundary. T he la tter bounda ries 
are expected to conta in fa r more impuri ties than the former ones, which a re consider ed to 
have the same impurity con tent as the other pa rts of a crystal. Though this fact is worth 
furth er investigation , in the p resent study it was diffi cult to detect such a difference. 

Figs. 8 and 9 · Vert ical secliDIlS oJ an ice coreJrom site 35; under crossed /Jolaroids 

(b) Orientation of the c-axis 

T he orientation of crysta ls was studied by observing T ynda ll figures p roduced by radia tion 
fro m a n infra-red lamp and by the use of polarized light. When bulk ice is exposed to this rad ia
tion, the boundaries are etched and become visible. Fig ures 14 and 15 a re the prin ts of car bon 
r ubb ings which reveal both the size of the gra ins a nd the orientations of their c-axes . The 
numerous short bars seen in the rubb ings a re the m a rks of Tynda ll fi gures, which show the 
orientation of the basa l pla nes of the crys ta ls if they are normal to ver tical or horizonta l 
sections. The clea r prin ts of minu te hexagonal figures seen on the rig ht- hand side of the 
rub bing from site 19 in Figure 14 are a lso T ynda ll fi g ures showing completely hori zonta l 
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Figs. /0 , / / , /2 and 13. Horizontal sections of a, ice core from site 35 at various depths; under crossed polaroid; 

Fig. /4. Carbon rubbings of vertical sections of ice cores at / 00 cm . depth from siles 2 and 19, Peters Lake, showing grain 
boundaries and Tyndallfigures 
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c-axes. Two grains in the upper part of the rubbing at site 2 in Figure 14 show nearly vertical 
c-axes . This is an exceptional case. As far as the core samples obtained at 43 sites are concerned , 
a ll of the crys ta ls below 30 cm . depth had their c-axes predomina ntly horizonta l. Knight (1962) 
reported in 196 I tha t about ha lf the surface ice abovc 60 cm. depth on Peters Lake was 
orientated with the c-axes vertica l and the other half horizontal. 

The attempt to obtain surface cores down to 10 cm. b y drilling was unsuccessful, so 
surface ice cubes with 30 cm. sides were taken at I I sites in addition to core samples in order to 
investigate the detailed profi le of the c-axis orientations in the surface layer of ice. The verti ca l 
a nd horizontal sections of the ice in the surface layer at site 2 are shown in Figures 16 to 18 . 

I CM. 
~ 

Fig . 15 . Carbon rubbings oJ horiz ontal sections oJ an ice core at 0 and 133 CIn. depthJrolll sile 30, Pelers Lake, grain boundaries 
and Ty ndall .figures 

Fig. 10. Vertical sec/ion oJ the sU1Jace layer oJ ice at site 2 ; under crossed polaroids 

Figs. 17 and 18. H orizontal sections oJ the swJace layer if ice al 0 and 30 cm. dell/hs al site 2; under crossed Ilo/aroids 
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The crystals have a very fine -grained appearance (compare Figures 16 and 17 with Figures 
6 and IQ) . Grain-size increases with ice depth, as is shown in these figures. In order to obtain 
the statistical distribution of the c-axis orientation, component candles were separated from a 
block of ice by the use of artificial radiation . A separated candle was then p laced in such a way 
that the basal plane of the crystal was normal to the observed surface, by observing the 
Tyndall figures. In th is way, the orientation of the c-axis could be determined to an accuracy 
of 5 degrees. Figure 19 shows four histograms for different sites giving the statistical distribution 
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of c-axis orientation. The orientation of the c-axis, (), is taken as the deviation of the c-axis 
from the normal to the water surface. The ice with predominantly ver tical coaxes could not 
be found even in the surface layer of the ice (Fig. 19) . The ice with vertical coaxes was 
observed in only 1- 2 per cent of the total number of grains in the surface layer above 30 cm. 
depth. From the features of the profiles of the c-axis orientations, the ice at Peters Lake in 1962 
had a predominantly horizontal c-axis orientation, and this was uniform all over the surface of 
the lake. 

(c) Grain-size 
As is shown in Figures 6- 18, grain-size increases with the depth of ice. The increase in 

grain-size is much more enhanced in a vertical direction in contradistinction to a horizontal 
direction, because of the characteristic nature of lake ice . Grain length in a vertical direction 
was about 2-5 cm. in the surface layer with an increase to about 10 times as long (30- 50 cm. ) 
near 100 cm. depth . The average grain-size at various depths below the surface was obtained 
by counting the number of grains in horizontal sections. The size ranged from 0·07 cm. 2 at 
the surface to 5·4 cm.' at 100 cm. depth. A fairly good correlation between grain area and 
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the depth of ice was obtained from the surface to a bou t 100 cm . dep th as is shown in Figure 20 . 

T his can be expressed by the form ula 

S = 0 · 07 exp (0 · 044d ), 

where S is the gra in a rea in cm. 2 and d is the depth of ice in cm . T his rela tionship is no longer 
a pplicable below 100 cm . dep th. T he appearance of the change in grain-size at various depths 
can be seen in Figures 10 to ' 3, and 17 and 18, whose numbers are listed in Figure 20. 
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No difference in ice structure was noticed between Peters and Schrader Lakes d uring the 
present investigation. 

(d) Ice of radial structure 
I ce cores taken from refrozen holes, where the enti re thickness of the ice was drilled 

through , showed a beautiful ra d ial structure in horizontal cross-section as is revealed in 
Figu res 22 and 23. These figures depict upper a nd lower parts of the cores whose vertical 
sections are shown in Figure 2 I . T he radial lines in the ice undoubtedly show the grain 
boundaries, and this ice is characterized by a fi ne central tube. T his must have been formed 
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during preparation of the thin sections, because the grain structure at the centre of the core 
is very fine and quite different from th at at the periphery as can be noticed in Figure 2 1 . The 
increase in grain-size with the depth of ice can be seen even over a r 0 cm. difference in depth 
in this peculiar structure of the ice. 

Fig. 2 I. Vertical sections oJ 'ice with a radial structure ; under crossed j:olaroids 

Figs . 22 and 23, Horizontal sections o/ice with a radial structure ; under crossed polaroids 

Ice with a radial structure and characterized by a narrow tube at the centre was found 
in the ice at ice island T-3 (Muguruma and Higuchi, 1963). Most of the radial lines in the 
ice were found to be boundaries between single crystals. The size of a single crystal was more 
than 50 cm. in its greatest dimension. The origin of this peculiar pattern in the ice was con
-sidered to be the result of the freezing of water in a tunnel. Ice with a radial structure, observed 
in a refrozen ice hole at Peters Lake, showed in miniature the same type of ice as that observed 
at T-3. The speculation offered in the previous work of Muguruma and Higuchi ( 1963) is 
dearly sustained b y the present study. 

IMPURITY ALONG GRAIN BOUNDARIES 

Though it was desirable to devise some more sensitive means of detecting any trace of 
impurity in grain boundaries, the measurement was limited only to electrical conductivity of 
fresh melt water from the ice . The electrical conductivity was measured by an a lternating 
current Wheatstone bridge between platinum-plated electrodes immersed in water in a 
plastic container cell of 18· 5 cm.3 • Bulk ice of about 500 cm.3 was subjected to melting by the 
radiation from an infra-red lamp. At first, the ice block was rinsed with water which had been 
repeatedly purified with an ion exchange resin such that the specific conductivity of the melt 
water in the containers would be o · 5 - 0' 8 micromho/cm. The specific electrical conductivity 
of the purified water was always about o· 5 micromho/cm. Ice samples of a pyramidal shape 
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were prepa red so that the melt water would drop into the con tainer wi thout con tamination. 
The samples were supported by a plastic ring in such manner as to make the contac t area 
between the sample a nd the support sma ll enough to avoid a ny contamination of the melt 
water. T hus, the measurement was m ad e repeated ly, changing the melt wa ter in the con tainer 
ea ch time. Abou t , 0 measurements cou ld be done with each sample . After ten measurements 
the cand ling of ice crys ta ls was so enha nced as to cause separation into individual candles, and 
the sample could no longer be supported by the ring . 

Since melting sta rted chiefl y along the gra in bounda ries, initia l melt wa ter was expected 
to con tain m uch m ore impuri ty tha n the las t melt wa ter. It is considered that the m elting of 
crysta ls themselves rather than the melting of the grain bounda ries might be pronounced 
near the end of the melting process . The results of tes ts on ice from fo ur d ifferent sites a re 
shown in Figure 24. Solid lines in tha t fi gure indica te the curve obta ined for the surface ice 
layer w hich con ta ins man y gra ins, a nd dotted li nes show the curve o bta ined at 30- 40 cm . 
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Fig. 24. Change of s/Jecijic electrical conductivity in an ice sample, using the ice samplesfrcm siles 40, '12, I and 35 

depth at sites 40 a nd 42, and a t ' 40- ' 50 cm . depth a t sites I a nd 35 . A ll the curves have a 
tendency to decrease from the first to the second in t he seq uence number. T his shows tha t the 
initia l melt wa te r con ta ins impuri ty from the bound a r ies. 

H owever, it was observed tha t the m elting of bo undaries was m os t pronounced be tween 
the third and six th in the sequence number under the tes t conditions. From this fact a pea k 
in the curve was expected between these numbers in the sequence . Such a peak was a lso 
expected to be less prominent in the cr ys ta ls which consisted of a sm a ll number of g rains, but 
Figure 24 shows tha t the results cou ld not substa ntia te any such expectation. The d ata fo r 
measurements of specifi c electri cal conductivity with respect to grain number a re summa rized 
in Figure 25. T he va lues of conduc tivity in Figure 25 were de termined from severa l m easure
ment va lues which agreed fai rl y we ll with each other . No correlat ion be tween grain number 
a nd impurity content was detected. Specifi c electrical conductivi ty o f the ice at P eters Lake 
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ranged from 0·8 to I . 4 micromho/cm., which is of nearly the same order of magnitude as 
that of the ice of Mendenhall Glacier, Alaska ( I micromho/cm. ) (Higashi and others, 
in press). 
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u 
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.. 
'" .:. 
z 
;;;: 0 .05 
Cl:: 

,,,I 
'" ... 
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Cl:: ... 
CD 
~ 
:l 
Z 

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1. 4 1.5 

SPECIFIC ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY. ,",v/cm. 

Fig. 25. Average specific electrical conductivity with res/Ject to number of grai",. 

INVESTIGATION AT LAKE NUKABIRA 

(a) Description 
Lake Nukabira is an artificial lake impounded by a dam for the purpose of producing 

hydro-electricity. This lake is located in the central part of Hokkaido (Fig. '26) . As can be seen 
in Figure '26, the lake lies within a fairly steep-sided valley in the southern area, while it is 
surrounded by gentle slopes in the northern area. Wind blows either from a northerly or 
southerly direction along the length of the lake. There is a long and narrow bay at the south 
end of the lake, where there is relatively little wind. The differences between the topography 
around the main area of the lake and the bay at the south end are believed to affect the 
appearance of the ice structure, because of the respective effects of wind action. 

(b) Ice structure 
Ice samples were obtained at 6 sites (Fig. '26) . At all sites except site 5 the ice is granular 

in the surface layer with candle ice below it. Examples of this structure are shown in 
Figures '27 to '29. In Figures '27 and '29 are shown horizontal sections of ice from the 
surface and the bottom respectively, and a vertical section from the bottom is shown 
in Figure '28. The ice from the surface layer is granular (Figs. '27 and '28) and the 
appearance of the vertical and horizontal sections is similar. Granular ice in the surface layer is 
a common structure oflake ice ; it is formed by the freezing of deposited snow soaked in water. 
This kind of structure was not found in the ice at Peters Lake and this fact shows that the 
water level of the lake did not increase after the formation of the ice. The change in water 
level at Lake Nukabira would be considerable. The thickness of ice at different sites is sum
marized in Table 1. 

T AB LE I 

Site number Th ickness of ice Totat ice 
Granular ice Candle ice thickness 

cm. cm. cm. 

7 15 22 
2 2 10 12 

3 11 16 27 

4 0 20 20 

5 3 17 20 
6 9 8 17 
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The c-axis orientation was determined by the same procedure as described already. At 
sites I and 2 all the candle ice showed predominantly horizontal c-axes and its grain-size was 
quite small. The numerous short bars which can be seen in Figure 29 characterize the ice with 
horizontal c-axes at site 2. Figure 30 shows the carbon rubbing from an etched ice surface, 
proving the presence of ice with horizontal c-axes at site I and the increase of grain-size with 
ice depth. Ice with vertical c-axes at site 5 is shown in the rubbing of Figure 31. Numerous 

Fig. 26. Map oJ Lake N ukabim showing the locatiolls where ice sam/lles were obtailled 

short horizontal bars seen in the vertical section in Figure 31 are the marks of Tyndall figures . 
The many hexagonal figures seen in the horizontal section in Figure 3 I are also the marks of 
Tyndall figures. Comparing these two sections, one sees that the orientation of the c-axes of 
the crystals in Figure 31 is perfectly vertical. The c-axis vertical ice was found not only at 
site 5, but also at sites 3, 4 and 6. 

The statistical distribution of horizontal and vertical c-axes at four different sites is shown in 
Figure 32. The ice from the bay has predominantly horizontal c-axes, while the ice with 
predominantly vertical c-axes occurs in the main part of the lake. It was considered that wind 
action was responsible for the formation of the two types of ice. The grain-size of vertical 
c-axis ice was much larger than that of the horizontal c-axis ice, as can be seen by comparing 
Figure 30 with Figure 31. 
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Fig . 27. Horiz ontal section of granular ice in the surface layer oJice at site 2; under crossed /)olaroids 

Fig. 28. Vertical section of ice at site 2 showing granular and candle ice; under crossed polaroids 

Fig. 29. Horiz ontal section. oJ ice with horizontal coaxes at the bottom oJ the ice at site 2. Numerous short bars show Tyndall 
figures ; under crossed f)olaroids 

(c) Impurity measurement 

The same procedure as described previously [or the measurement of impurity was· 
followed. Since the ice thickness was not great enough to enable separation into two layers in 
preparing the samples for measurement, relationship betvveen grain-size and impurity content 
at anyone site could not be examined. It was expected, however, that the difference in 
grain-size depending upon both the location of the sampling site and the types of ice would 
result in some difference in impurity content. 

Typical results are shown in Figure 33. A peak in the curve is clearly observable [or the 
fine-grained crystals at site 2 but not [or coarse-grained crystals at site 3. As was described 
in detail previously, a peak appeared between the third and sixth sequence numbers. This. 
shows clearly the impurity from boundaries. The curve for site 3 shows the same features as· 
that o[ the ice from Peters Lake. 
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HORIZONTAL SE CTIONS 

Fig. 30. Carbon rubbings of vertical Md horizontal sections of ice with horizon tal c-axes at Site I, Lake Nukabira, showing 
grain boundaries, Tyndall figures and inaease in grain-size with depth 

I CM. 

VERTIC/l;L SECT ION HORIZON TAL SECTION 

Fig. 3 I. Carbon 1'llbbings of vertical and horizontal sections of ice with vertical c-axes at site 5, Lake Nukabira, showing grain 
boundaries and Tyndallfigures. H oriz ontal section was taken at the bottom of the ice 

DISCUSSION 

(a) Ice structure 
The presen t inves tigation supports the idea proposed by Knight (1962 ) expla in ing the 

causes of two types of ice, i. e . tha t wind is the main facto r. The fact that the ice structure a t 
Peters La ke in 1962 was quite different from th at in 196 1 (Knigh t, 1962) and in 1959 (Barnes, 
1959) suggests the great d ifference in wea th er condi tions a t an earl y stage in the freez ing of the 
lake water. T he uniform ice st ructure a t Pe ters Lake suggests that break-up of the initia l ice 
skim d id no t take place during that period , i .e. wind was very slight. 
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Fig. 33. Change of specific electrical conductivity in an ice sample, using the ice samples from sites 2 and 3 
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The difference in grain-size in the surface layer and the c-axis orientation would depend 
upon the weather conditions during an early stage in the freezing of lake water. If lake water 
is frozen on a very calm day and under slight temperature gradient conditions, and the 
initial ice skim does not break up, the ice wou ld start with vertical c-axes and show coarse 
grain. The vertical c-axis ice with coarse grain observed in the main area of Lake Nukabira 
would not belong to this category. Though wind conditions were much calmer in the bay of 
Lake Nukabira than in the main area of the lake, the ice in the bay had horizontal c-axes 
and was fine-grained . 

The break-up of the initial ice skim is considered to be an important factor in the formation 
of the two types of ice (vertical c-axis ice and horizontal c-axis ice) . Wind-broken initial ice 
skim would push pieces of broken ice towards a coast, and the ice would become jammed. 
Lyons and Stoiber ( 1962) have pointed out that the thickness of the supercooled water layer 
and the greater velocity of crystallization in the basal plane of the ice are among the factors 
influencing preferred orientation of the c-axis. Under normal weather conditions the orienta
tion of c-axes in most types of lake ice would be predominantly horizontal as is noted in the 
ice of Peters and Nukabira Lakes. Pieces of broken ice slabs, pushed towards a coast by the wind, 
would be jammed just like a pack of cards in a horizontal direction. Thus, initial c-axis 
horizontal ice could become the c-axis vertical ice in the area of jammed ice, mostly occupying 
a shore zone. 

(b) D ecay of snow and ice al Peters Lake 

Minute effiorescences of rock particles were observed on and in the deposited snow on the 
lake (Fig. 34). They were naturally wind-blown particles and distributed over almost the 

Fig. 34. Naturally wind-blown rock particles observed on and in redeposited snow at Peters Lake 

whole central area of the lake between the east and west shores. A large number of particles 
was observed at the southern end of the lake. The maximum quantity of particles measured 
was about o ' 05 g. /cm. 3 in area "e" and o' 02 g. /cm.3 in area "D" of Figure 5. 

From the artificial acceleration of snow melting by scattering soil particles on a snow 
surface (Magono and Kumai, 1954) it is known that a very small amount of soil is enough 
to accelerate melting. A quantity of o' 0 [ g./cm. 3 can double the rate of melting. If such a 
small quantity of soil particles could double the rate of melting, the rock particles observed 
at Peters Lake must considerably accelerate the decay of snow and ice. 

Taking into account the differences in ice thickness and the distribution of rock particles 
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over the whole area of Peters Lake, i t is considered that the ice a long the east shore area of 
the lake north of the camp (area "B" in Figure 5) would be stronger and last longer than the 
ice in other areas of the lake . 
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